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Database structures

figure from Galadriel Briere presentation on Tuesday 



A look back in time

• Database best practices 
have not really changed 
over the last 25 years

• User interfaces have
dramatically improved



Database entry life cycle
An accession number:
• uniquely identify an "entry" across 

releases
• is a string, not a number
• is opaque
• is meant to be stable across releases
• must never be recycled 

release 1 release 2 release 3 release 4

AC1 AC1 AC1 AC1 AC1 is stable

AC2 AC2 AC2 is removed after release 2

AC9 AC9 AC9 is created at release 4

XX1 XX1 XX2 XX2
XX1 is split into XX2 and XX3

XX3 XX3

XX4 XX4 XX4 XX4
XX4 and XX5 are merged 

XX5 XX5 XX5

An entry:
• contains a core of information, 

secondary information and 
cross-references

• hopefully improves across 
releases

• typically contains more false 
negatives than false positives

forms a directed acyclic graph (DAG)



Mnemonic identifier

A mnemonic identifier:
• is meant to facilitate human life
• should not be used as a stable reference
• is not necessarily propagated across releases

ID   1433B_BOVIN             Reviewed;         246 AA.
AC   P68250; P29358; Q0VCL1;
DT   25-OCT-2004, integrated into UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot.
DT   23-JAN-2007, sequence version 2.
DT   22-FEB-2023, entry version 124.
DE   RecName: Full=14-3-3 protein beta/alpha;
DE   AltName: Full=Protein kinase C inhibitor protein 1;
DE            Short=KCIP-1;
DE   Contains:
DE     RecName: Full=14-3-3 protein beta/alpha, N-terminally 
processed;

• mnemonic
• primary accession number
• secondary (deprecated) 

accession numbers



Some resources have no mnemonic identifier. In ChEBI is found an 
accession number and a molecule name

Some resources do not distinguish accession number and mnemonic 
identifier. For example, this is found in some metabolic models

Gene names are rather on the "mnemonic side". ENSEMBL identifiers 
are accession number linked to a particular genome assembly.

Recommendations: work with mnemonic identifiers when available 
because they are more informative, but always keep track of the 
accession numbers. 



Database structure

The overall database structure may consist in a set of 
independent entries. For example

• UniProt

• EMBL

UP3

UP1 UP5 UP6

UP2 UP4

UP7



Database structure

In a tree structure, every entry (node) has 
zero or one parent entry. 

• The NCBI taxonomy is a single huge 
tree

• Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
are made of 16 trees.

entry parent

TAX1 TAX2

TAX2 TAX3

TAX3

TAX4 TAX5

TAX5 TAX3

TAX6 TAX5

TAX3

TAX1 TAX4 TAX6

TAX2 TAX5



Database structure

In a directed acyclic graph (DAG) every 
entry (node) has zero, one or multiple 
parent entries.

This can be referred to as an ontology, 
when the properties attributed to parents 
are inherited by their children

• GENE Ontology (GO)

• ChEBI ontology

entry parent

GO1 GO2

GO2 GO3

GO3

GO4 GO3, GO7

GO5 GO4

GO6 GO4

GO7

GO3

GO1 GO5 GO6

GO2 GO4

GO7



About GO and GOA

UP3

UP1 UP5 UP6

UP2 UP4

UP7
GO3

GO1 GO5 GO6

GO2 GO4

GO7 The GOA relationships 
between UniProt and GO 
are most often many-to-
many

They are readily available  
for model organisms

They can be computed for 
non-model organisms, 
using InterProScan for 
example. The resulting 
annotations are often too 
general to lead to 
interesting enrichment 
results.



ChEBI: Chemical Entities of Biological Interest

L-alanine D-alanine
CHEBI:16977 CHEBI: 15570

The parent structure 
encompasses the child 

structure
alanine 

CHEBI:16449

Many additional relationships 
are defined among entries:
this is a knowledge graph

is a is a



Database structure

STRINGdb is primarily an undirected 
graph with different types of 
relationships (different supporting 
evidences) among entries



Notations for external identifiers

The most commonly used compact notation nowadays is

prefix:accession-number

In the RDF world using Turtle syntax, given

PREFIX up: <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/>

the identifier in short form

up:P29358 

refers exactly to the same entity as the identifier in long form

<http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/P29358>

In RDF, the prefix definition is local, not public. Hence the stable public identifier 
is the long form.



Difficulties with prefix nomenclatures

Utilisation of prefixes is well codified in the RDF world. Less elsewhere!

identifiers.org is attempting to promote universal public prefixes. 
Unfortunately they have created new long forms, ignoring widely-used 
previous ones. This has introduced unnecessary communication 
difficulties between the Systems Biology and Bioinformatics 
communities.

Nota Bene: some identifiers were originally defined with a ":" as part of 
the accession numbers. In practice:

CHEBI:16977, chebi:CHEBI:16977 and chebi:CHEBI_16977 
are very likely to refer to the same entry in ChEBI



Cross reference semantics

What does a cross reference means?

• Different identifiers for exactly the same entity

• Different identifiers for closely-related object, e.g. in two database of 
protein, one with the focus on protein structures, the other one on 
protein sequences

• Different identifiers for distinct but related object

• gene ó protein



Cross references
A cross reference links an entry in a database to another entry in 
another database, i.e. using an external accession number

DR   EMBL; BC120112; AAI20113.1; -; mRNA.
DR   EMBL; AF043736; AAC02090.1; -; mRNA.
DR   PIR; S13467; S13467.
DR   RefSeq; NP_777219.2; NM_174794.2.
DR   AlphaFoldDB; P68250; -.
DR   SMR; P68250; -.
DR   STRING; 9913.ENSBTAP00000022411; -.
DR   iPTMnet; P68250; -.
DR   PaxDb; P68250; -.
DR   PeptideAtlas; P68250; -.
DR   GeneID; 286863; -.
DR   KEGG; bta:286863; -.
DR   GO; GO:0005737; C:cytoplasm; ISS:AgBase.
DR   GO; GO:0042470; C:melanosome; IEA:UniProtKB-SubCell.
DR   GO; GO:0048471; C:perinuclear region of cytoplasm; ISS:AgBase.
DR   GO; GO:0019904; F:protein domain specific binding; ISS:AgBase.
DR   InterPro; IPR000308; 14-3-3.
DR   InterPro; IPR023409; 14-3-3_CS.
DR   InterPro; IPR036815; 14-3-3_dom_sf.
DR   InterPro; IPR023410; 14-3-3_domain.
DR   PANTHER; PTHR18860; 14-3-3 PROTEIN; 1.
DR   PANTHER; PTHR18860:SF28; 14-3-3 PROTEIN BETA/ALPHA; 1.
DR   Pfam; PF00244; 14-3-3; 1.



Cross references across releases
For practical reason, cross-references usually refer to entries in 
previous release of the external databases !

release 1 release 2 release 3 release 4

AC1 AC1 AC1 AC1 AC1 is stable

AC2 AC2 AC2 is removed after release 2

AC9 AC9 AC9 is created at release 4

release 17 release 18 release 19 release 20

XX1 XX1 XX2 XX2
XX1 is split into XX2 and XX3

XX3 XX3

XX4 XX4 XX4 XX4
XX4 and XX5 are merged 

XX5 XX5 XX5



Cross references

resource 1 resource 2

AC1 XX1

AC2 XX2

AC3 XX3

XX1 XX4

XX2 XX5

XX3 XX6

Computation of 
connected component 
helps to understand 
structure of cross 
references  (available 
from igraph)



Database structure
KEGG is a DAG with a fixed depth. 

It can also be viewed as a multipartite graph. Individual entries 
are assigned a type (compound, reaction ... ) and relations are 
only considered between entries of different types. 

The complete description of a biochemical pathways down to the 
metabolite level is the induced sub-graph starting from the 
pathway identifier. 



RHEA

A database of biochemical reaction meant to annotate enzymes in 
UniProt



RHEA
RHEA is an ontology (a DAG) of biochemical reactions with reactants 
taken from the ChEBI ontology (another DAG)

R3

R1 R2

AC3

AC1 AC5 AC6

AC2 AC4

AC7

R1: AC1 ó AC5
R2: AC2 ó AC6
R3: AC3 ó AC4

Reasoning with ontologies:
1. AC1 ó AC6 is implied by R3
2. reaction R1 is a child of R2



Adding molecular structures to 
stoichiometric models:

...where Systems Biology and Chemoinformatics meet



An old problem

Genome-scale metabolic 
network (GSMN)

Biochemical databases

Assign chemical structures to  
model variables 

(metabolites and reactions)

Preserve model properties
(simulations, predictions)



Merging chemicals / selecting representative

chebi:38290

The reference 
(external) identifier 

that "best" represents 
this metabolite

MNXM727871

The MNXref identifier
for this metabolite, i.e.
an identifier for the set 
of molecules that are 

grouped together

bigg:ascb__L
L-Ascorbate

?

Evidences to group metabolites 
(by decreasing importance):

1. Chemical records
2. Reaction contexts
3. Cross-references (with care)
4. Names



Merging chemicals => merging reactions

Input reactions A + B => C + D         A' + B' => C' + D'

First step A    A'              C   C'

Rewrite reactions     A + B => C + D         A + B' => C + D'

Second step B    B'              D   D'

Rewrite reactions                           A + B’ => C + D’

MNXR191899

MNXref identifier for this 
set of reactions 

rheaR:30243
The reference identifier 

(external) that "best" 
represents this reaction

reactions merged!



MNXref reconciliation in number (release 4.2)

all in mnet
bigg 28167 40653
kegg 11160 2879

metacyc 17198 3262
rhea 12510 3101

sabiork 8118 1818
seed 43855 15958

MNXref 36944 13317
ratio 4.63 6.38

all in reac in mnet*
CHEBI 116222 21196 5637

bigg 9130 9053 6541
envipath 12306 1580 591

hmdb 195008 9369 4500
keggC 18673 9899 2757
keggD 11147 650 250
keggE 864 0 0
keggG 11042 406 115

lipidmaps 43085 2832 929
metacyc 20296 16199 2505
reactome 5526 2031 1638
sabiork 8944 8899 1443
seed 33995 21634 3789
slm 777657 1831 524

MNXref 1043605 41584 9359
ratio 2.15 3.62 5.16
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The full dataset is distributed in 
TAB-delimited and RDF/Turtle 
formats under CC-BY license

*approx. 150 public GEMs from 
different labs and different 
organisms



Navigating MNXref at www.metanetx.org



Navigating MNXref at www.metanetx.org



Diagnose metabolic networks

• ambiguous and 
conflicting mapping to 
MNXref

• duplicated reactions

• metabolites with isomeric 
parent/child relationships



RDF/Turtle distribution and SPARQL endpoint

https://rdf.metanetx.org



Graph diffusion



R packages from 
Bioconductor:
• FELLA
• diffuStats



Heat diffusion on a network

𝑑𝑣!
𝑑𝑡

= 𝐻!,# 𝑣# − 𝑣! − 𝑙!𝑣!

vi temperature of node i
Hi,j   thermal conductivity of edge i to j 
       (adjacency matrix)
li     loss constant for node i

More about the mathematics of diffusion on a graph, 
including the definition of Laplacian at 
https://www.math.fsu.edu/~bertram/lectures/Diffusion.pdf



FELLA principle
These blue nodes are dissipating heats 

proportionally to their temperatures

These black nodes belong to the observed metabolite universe . They are given a 
fixed temperature. For example, the metabolite that belong to a particular 
WGCNA module are given a temperature to 1° and all the others are set to 0°



Diffusion statistics principle

Z-score 
(or another 
statistics)

Random perturbations of the fixed input 
temperatures. Diffusion to steady state 
and estimation the mean and standard 

deviation of temperature for every node in 
the network

FELLA / DiffusStats 
comes with a fast method 

to compute means and 
standard deviations, in 
addition to the standard 
permutation simulation



What FELLA results looks like?





Applications / limitations 

Diffusion statistics advantages:

• works on (weighted) undirected network of any topology
• scales easily up to 20'000 nodes and any number of edges
• diffuStats implementation of Z-score computation run fast with a 

single set of observations

Limitations:

• only one type of edge
• no directionality or logical constraint can be expressed
• multiple sets of observations can possibly be investigated with the 

much slower monte-Carlo algorithm (I have not yet tested it)


